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Abstract: There is no consensus on the importance of satellite images in the process of memorizing 

a route from a map image, especially if the route is displayed on the Internet using dynamic 

(animated) cartographic visualization. In modern dynamic maps built with JavaScript APIs, 

background layers can be easily altered by map users. The animation attracts people’s attention 

better than static images, but it causes some perceptual problems. This study examined the influence 

of the number of turns on the effectiveness (correctness) and efficiency of memorizing the animated 

route on different cartographic backgrounds. The routes of three difficulty levels, based on satellite 

and road background, were compared. The results show that the satellite background was not a 

significant factor influencing the efficiency and effectiveness of route memorizing. Recordings of 

the eye movement confirmed this. The study reveals that there were intergroup differences in 

participants' visual behavior. Participants who described their spatial abilities as “very good” 

performed better (in terms of effectiveness and efficiency) in route memorizing tasks. For future 

research, there is a need to study route variability and its impact on participants’ performance. 

Moreover, future studies should involve differences in route visualization (e.g., without and with 

ephemeral or permanent trail). 

Keywords: animated map; eye tracking; road map; route memorizing; cartography; effectiveness; 

multimedia cartography 

 

1. Introduction 

Cartographic animations often depict spatio-temporal phenomena. They use 

dynamic variables defined by DiBiase et al. [1] to make the impression of dynamic change 

of visual variables such as the movement of point symbols [2,3]. Nowadays, popular 

information (e.g., The Guardian, Business Insider) and educational services (e.g., 

openculture.com, battlefields.org) use animated maps. Animation has become 

ubiquitous, not only in cartography but also as a visualization tool in other areas such as 

medicine [4], gaming [5], virtual reality [6], or architecture [7]. The animation method is 

very successful in non-conventional cartographic products such as anaglyphs, along with 

the use of timeline [8]. Despite its popularity, animation faces several perceptual problems 

[9,10]. Most of them are related to the fact that working memory is not able to store a large 

amount of information, which appears in subsequent scenes of the animated map [11]. 

This problem translates into the ability to memorize information, such as the route [12].  

Current research in cartography has confirmed the fact that animated maps are more 

demanding than their static counterparts in some map-reading tasks [13–15]. This is 

mainly since, as Kraak [16] notes, changes on the map may be different (e.g., 

appearance/disappearance, increase/decrease, or shrink/expand). However, some 

animated maps may still be more effective than others. More abstract maps support route 

remembering much more than those having many details [17]. Satellite photographs are 

more detailed than abstract images and might lead to cognitive overload [18]. However, 
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abstract maps require symbol interpretation, and therefore, a priori knowledge [19]. 

Several factors could influence the perceptive processing of each cartographic 

background. Some are related to individual features of map users [20]. Others could be 

related to spatial or cartographic factors such as screen resolution [21] or location of areas 

of interest [22]. The growing number of details on the map is associated with technological 

development but also with the fact that people trust images that are more realistic or 

graphically attractive [23,24]. Effectiveness in reading animated maps is also dependent 

on the difficulty of the map-reading task. Regarding memorizing the route, it can be the 

number of turns or the length of the entire route. Keil et al. [25] noticed that adding 

landmark pictograms after a route learning task leads to a decrease in effectiveness and 

an increase in higher false alarm rates. Recent research shows that the effectiveness and 

efficiency of a given map can be explained by how the user observes it. In this case, eye-

tracking studies are helpful [26,27].  

Eye-tracking is an objective method for assessing the user’s visual strategy while 

memorizing and then recalling the route from memory. It can assess how people visually 

process maps and the visual processing may affect how efficiently and effectively people 

memorize a route. The user’s eye movement analysis provides many useful indicators that 

complement standard methods, such as the questionnaire [28]. The most basic metrics are 

fixations—relatively stationary visual gaze on a single location, and saccades—a rapid 

movement of gaze to another location [29]. However, during observation of a cartographic 

animation, smooth pursuit occurs. This is a slow eye-tracking of a moving stimulus [30]. 

However, both saccadic and pursuit eye movement are independent and, in many 

circumstances, these two types of eye movement act conjointly, e.g., saccades supplement 

smooth pursuit [31]. Differences, e.g., in time to the first fixation or the length of the 

saccades between individual persons in the sample group, may explain different visual 

strategies depending on the characteristics such as gender or education. Some studies 

showed that age differences in route memorization are a crucial factor, and young adults 

are more effective in this type of task [32]. However, extending the research to an older 

group of people could support other interesting results. Knowing how people recall the 

route from memory and what is the actual effectiveness and efficiency concerning the 

degree of difficulty and the cartographic background is helpful for dynamic map 

designers [33]. Intergroup differences sometimes explain the reasons for the different 

effectiveness and efficiency of map-based route memorizing tasks [34,35]. 

Concerning issues raised, several questions arise: does the complexity (number of 

turns, dot speed) of the animated route have the same impact on the effectiveness and 

efficiency of maps with road and satellite background? Does the user’s visual behavior 

(eye movement metrics) differ depending on the cartographic background? Are there 

intergroup differences in the study sample? To answer the question posed, conducted 

research involves users route memorizing tasks and eye-tracking technology. It is also 

significant to distinguish between map-based route learning, which is an application in 

this study, from navigational route learning and wayfinding. Map-based route learning is 

a situation in which a user studies a map alone, which might precede further spatial 

navigation [36]. The main goal of this research is to determine the effectiveness and 

efficiency in route memorizing tasks on the basis of animated maps with a different 

cartographic background. To reach this goal, this study developed a set of animated maps 

with road and satellite backgrounds based on Google Maps. Additionally, to examine how 

the effectiveness and efficiency change concerning the complexity of the route, this study 

took into account the variable number of turns between individual maps. In order to 

define individual and intergroup differences between users’ visual behavior, this study 

used eye movement registration. 

2. Related Research 

Klippel et al. [13] presented a study based on animated route maps. They found that 

spatial chunking of route segments is a helpful strategy. The experimental procedure of 
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that study included two groups (static and dynamic conditions). In the static presentation, 

the route was visible on a map. In the dynamic conditions, the researchers used an 

animated route. The participants' task was to give verbal instructions on the basis of the 

route they saw. Klippel et al. [13] concluded that static presentation allows more spatial 

chunking than an animated map.  

Assessing the performance of route recalling was conducted in the experiment by 

Tom and Denis [37]. They found that participants memorized routes better when they 

processed landmarks rather than street names. In the route comparison task, landmark 

information was also responsible for higher efficiency (less time needed for response). In 

their conclusions, Tom and Denis [37] confirmed the significant impact of landmarks on 

route perception. Tom and Tversky [38] presented another route-remembering study 

based on street names and landmarks. They referred to previous studies and claimed that 

names of landmarks were more vivid and distinctive than street names. They concluded 

that vividness/distinctiveness is a major factor of route memorization. This corresponds 

to Cybulski and Medyńska-Gulij’s [39] findings that cartographic redundancy is 

influential in the change detection of animated stimuli. 

Designing an animated route map is possible, thanks to a vast number of available 

tools (on-line applications, commerce software, etc.). However, there is less research on 

the effectiveness of these maps. Çöltekin et al. [17] found that more abstract road maps 

are more effective in the process of memorizing the route by men than those using a 

satellite background. They also determined the impact of spatial abilities on memorizing 

the route and found that people who described their spatial abilities as high (in mental 

rotation task) performed slower with satellite images.  

Previous studies in visualization by Brucker et al. [40] confirmed these conclusions. 

However, the research did not determine what impact the route’s difficulty has on the 

effectiveness and efficiency of these maps. The study of the degree of realism, which is 

related to the complexity of the image, was the subject of studies on memorizing the route 

in virtual reality [41]. They confirmed that mixed realism (high realism with abstract 

elements) is the most optimal solution in route-learning tasks in virtual reality. Lokka and 

Çöltekin [42] point out that the realistic view was the most attractive to users even though 

it was not the most effective. General studies on the effectiveness of memorizing 

information based on animation are mostly unanimous and state that animation is more 

problematic than a static image [8,42]. However, a certain novelty in this type of study 

reveals how to estimate user correct response. In cartographical effectiveness studies, the 

user’s response could be accurate or inaccurate [8,43–45]. On several occasions, 

researchers have highlighted the need to develop a more detailed effectiveness 

measurement methodology [8,46–48]. This article relates to previously applied research 

approaches that allow for estimating the effectiveness of memorizing the route in map-

based tasks. 

In addition to effectiveness and efficiency tests, cartographic research increasingly 

includes methods that allow for the registration of the user’s eye movement [49–52]. In an 

animated route, a crucial element is the movement of an object that goes from the origin 

to the destination point. Krassanakis et al. [50] researched this issue with the use of eye-

tracking equipment. They noted that object movement is the main factor that attracts the 

user’s attention, while several static details could distract user attention. This knowledge 

is based on eye movement recording and suggests that a more realistic background could 

cause distraction and may result in less effective route memorization. In Dong et al.’s [52] 

research, they found that various visual variables of animated maps differ in the level of 

effectiveness, and the size proved to be the most effective. However, in memorizing the 

route on the basis of animation, the most crucial variable is location because the object 

moves from the starting point to the destination point. The eye-tracking used in 

cartographic studies often uses devices with 60-120 Hz sampling frequency and 0.5° of 

spatial accuracy and were validated as suitable for scientific research [53,54]. 
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Unfortunately, there are not many studies dedicated to animated routes in particular 

in the cartographic context. For this reason, the presented research is a voice in the 

discussion on the impact of the number of turns on the effectiveness and efficiency of 

animated routes and their visual perception. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Animated Route Maps 

The study used a total of 60 maps (30 maps with a road background and 30 maps 

with satellite background). The maps had 3 levels of route difficulty: the first level had 3 

turns and 0.9 – 1.1 km route length (dot speed 2.8 cm/s), the second level had 5 turns and 

1.2 – 1.4 km (dot speed 3.7 cm/s) route length, and the third level had 7 turns and 1.5 – 1.7 

km (dot speed 4.7 cm/s) route length. There were 10 road and 10 satellite maps in each 

level of route difficulty (60 maps in total). In this study, the turns were understood as 

junction-dependent, a change of direction. The sharp turn could also function as a turn. 

However, all cases were road junction-based. Figure 1 presents examples of designed 

maps. Each route was unique and was not presented on both backgrounds. The increase 

in the number of turns in urban areas with a similar density of buildings naturally caused 

the route elongation. Maintaining a similar density of the road network requires carto-

graphic background with the more urbanized area. This would entail a lack of uniformity 

in the cartographic background. Therefore, designing the maps required reducing the 

route uniformization at the expense of more uniform backgrounds. Therefore, the design 

assumed route length ranges. This resulted in a variable dot speed but within constant 

values. 

Study participants viewed a total of 60 maps. Presenting identical routes on both car-

tographic backgrounds could result in a participants' learning effect, despite the random-

ization. For this reason, the design required the development of unique routes on the 

maps. 
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Figure 1. Six examples of maps used in the study. On the left, there are maps (a–c) with road back-

ground, and on the right are maps (d–f) with satellite background. The actual track is highlighted 

with black and white lines (not visible by participants), with a pink dot directing the starting posi-

tion of the animated route. 

All maps were developed in HTML5 standard on Google Maps background with 

labels removed. They all had a similar level of visual complexity, road density, and in-

cluded urbanized areas. The method of assessing these factors is similar to Çöltekin et al.’s 

[17] research. Complete unification of maps was not possible; however, the author be-

lieves that the content, level of route difficulty (in terms of turns and dot speed), and the 

constant scale were controlled across all stimuli. All maps had a button that started and 

repeated the animation, and participants could observe the route twice. This is considered 

as a basic interaction on an animated map, and it was optional [55]. Each route had a 

starting position marked by a dot. After pressing the “start” button, the dot moved to the 

destination place and stopped (there were no route marking). Each route, regardless of 

the difficulty level, lasted 8 seconds. As a result, each difficulty level had a slightly differ-

ent dot speed, however, the route difficulty was obtained by certain criteria. This value 

was selected after a series of trials. This value corresponds to the values indicated in the 

research by Cybulski and Wielebski [45] regarding the effective duration of cartographic 

animations, which was defined between 8 and 11 seconds for 1 dynamic stimulus. More-

over, in similar research on memorizing the animated route, Çöltekin et al. [17], in one of 

their tasks, used 8.4 seconds of animation. For displaying stimuli, the study used a 15.6-

inch laptop with an LCD screen and pixel resolution 1920 × 1080 in controlled lab condi-

tions. 

3.2. Experimental Procedure 

The study begins with calibration with an eye tracking device. If the calibration re-

sults were unsatisfactory, the participant repeated calibration. Recording of eye move-

ments starts from this moment. After that, participants proceeded to deliver demographic 

information (age, gender). Additionally, study participants determined their spatial abil-

ities. Unlike Çöltekin et al. [17], participants did not use MRT (mental rotation task), but 

subjective declarations instead. The question was, “rate your spatial abilities on a scale of 

1 to 5”. There were 5 possible answers arranged on a Likert-type rating scale: 5—very 

good; 4—good; 3—average; 2—bad; 1—very bad. The study consisted of 3 main parts. The 

first part consisted of completing the familiarization task. After making sure that partici-

pants understood what the task would be like, participants moved to the second part of 

the study. It consisted of watching the 8-second route animation twice and trying to mem-

orize it. The animated route lasted 8 seconds and could be watched twice, however, par-

ticipants had unlimited time to respond. The task was to “watch the animation and try to 

remember the route”. When they were ready to recall the route after watching the anima-

tion, they pressed the F10 button. The third part of the task consisted of drawing the route 

on the previously displayed background. Each participant had the “clear” button at his 

disposal so that in case of a mistake, they could draw the route again. If they finished 

drawing the route, they pressed F10 to proceed to the next animation. Each participant 

observed maps in random order (with no repetitive maps). Therefore, each participant 

viewed all of the 60 maps. The drawing algorithm used the D3 library (a JavaScript li-

brary). 

3.3. Participants 

In the study, 132 people participated (78 of them were male and 54 were female). The 

age range of participants was from 22 to 36 years. All of them were extramural students 

of Adam Mickiewicz University Poznan. Participant selection was based on other related 

studies [56–58]. The participants subjectively assessed their spatial abilities. They were 

told that this is the subjective measure of their space-related abilities. Most of them rated 
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them as “good” (68 answers). A relatively large group assessed their abilities as “average” 

(40 answers), and the lowest amount of people evaluated themselves as “very good” (24 

answers). Interestingly, only males rated their abilities as “very good”. Most females as-

sessed spatial abilities as “good” (29 answers). 

3.4. Effectiveness and Efficiency Evaluation 

Effectiveness in this study is understood differently from the recent effectiveness 

studies of Çöltekin et al. [17]. In their work, effectiveness was a ratio between the number 

of correct answers and all answers expressed as a percentage. However, when it comes to 

remembering the route, one can recall it in some parts. Then the effectiveness of the ani-

mated route map will be the ratio of the correctly remembered section to the entire route 

(length and location). If the participant memorized the entire route (i.e., correctly drew 

shape, location, and length), then the effectiveness is 100%. However, if the participant 

drew a longer route than the one observed in the animation, the effectiveness decreased 

by a percentage of the extra route length (in a ratio to the entire length). The participants 

did not have to precisely draw the road along its geometrical axis. The effectiveness as-

sessment was topologic. Participants needed to approximately follow the route and make 

all the correct junction turns. 

Efficiency is a time in which a participant proceeded to the route drawing stage. In 

the study, this time was counted in seconds from the beginning of the animation to its 

end, which was followed by the drawing stage (pressing the F10 button). The shorter the 

time necessary to proceed further, the higher the efficiency. It is worth noting that effi-

ciency is not the time needed to recall the route from memory and draw it. Mainly this is 

because, when drawing sketches, participants are focused on correct drawing. They are 

not attempting to draw the route fast [59,60]. Moreover, the ability to draw with a com-

puter mouse could affect efficiency. 

3.5. Eye movement Metrics  

The analyzed eye movement metrics in this study are saccadic amplitude in degrees 

(which corresponds with saccade length), an overall number of saccades and fixations, 

fixation duration, and the number of fixations on the route. Tobii Eye-Tracker X2-60 rec-

orded and collected eye movement metrics with a spatial accuracy of 0.5 degrees of visual 

angle, and Tobii Studio software processed the data for identification of fixations and sac-

cades. The equipment used in the study captured gaze position every 16.67 ms. The Tobii 

I-VT Fixation Filter (velocity-based) divided eye movement into fixations and saccades 

[61].  

The use of these metrics is essential. Fixations allow 1 exact determination of the us-

er's focused attention, and together with saccades are elementary components of eye 

movement [62,63]. Fixations are responsible for the processing of visual information. On 

the other hand, the saccadic movement does not process visual information [64,65]. 

4. Results 

4.1. Effectiveness and Efficiency Analysis 

Table 1 presents the animated route map effectiveness results. The analysis used the 

median due to the non-normal distribution of the data. It turns out that the effectiveness 

decreased as the number of turns increased, but the most significant effectiveness decrease 

concerned maps with seven turns. This observation applies to both cartographic back-

grounds used in the experiment. In the case of maps with a road background, the Mann–

Whitney test [66] showed statistical significance in the decrease in the median effective-

ness between three and five turns (p<0.01), between five and seven turns (p<0.0001), and 

between three and seven turns (p<0.0001). In the case of satellite background, the Mann–

Whitney test proved statistically significant differences between maps with three and five 

turns (p<0.0001), five and seven turns (p<0.0001), and three and seven turns (p<0.0001). 
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The differences in effectiveness between the road and satellite background with the same 

number of turns are minimal and are not statistically significant. 

Table 1. The median effectiveness results for both cartographic backgrounds (road and satellite) 

with different number of turns. 

Animated Route Map Effectiveness—Median 

Road map three turns Road map five turns Road map seven turns 

97.0% 94.0% 84.5% 

Satellite map three turns Satellite map five turns Satellite map seven turns 

96.0% 94.0% 83.0% 

 

Effectiveness determination consisted of the various levels of route complexity con-

cerning gender differences with Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA [67]. The statistical test did not 

report significant variation in effectiveness between genders. There were also no differ-

ences in the influence of cartographic background on effectiveness among males and fe-

males. However, there were statistically significant differences (p<0.05) in the route mem-

orization effectiveness in terms of the satellite map with three turns among spatial abilities 

groups. Participants who assessed their spatial abilities as very good achieved 98%, good 

achieved 96%, and average achieved 94.5% effectiveness. Figure 2 presents the detected 

variation with maximum and minimum values among spatial abilities and effectiveness 

on satellite background map with three turns. 

 

Figure 2. Statistically significant differences between effectiveness of route memorization in terms 

of satellite background with 3 turns in spatial abilities groups. 

Table 2 presents the efficiency results. As in the case of effectiveness, the analysis 

used the median due to the distribution of data. The efficiency remained at a similar level 

regardless of the number of turns. In the case of a satellite background, the time needed to 

solve the task was slightly longer. Interestingly, seven turns had a standard deviation 

greater than the rest. The Mann–Whitney test showed no significant median differences 

between maps with road background. The same was the case for the maps with satellite 

background. There were also no significant differences between the road and satellite 

backgrounds (comparing the same number of turns). 
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Table 2. The median efficiency results for both cartographic backgrounds (road and satellite) with 

different number of turns. 

Animated Route Map Efficiency—Median ± SD 

Road map three turns Road map five turns Road map seven turns 

23.6 s ± 5.6 s 23.6 s ± 5.4 s 24.0 s ± 7.3 s 

Satellite map three turns Satellite map five turns Satellite map seven turns 

24.9 s ± 5.4 s 25.0 s ± 6.1 s 25.5 s ± 7.1 s 

 

Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA in gender groups did not reveal any significant differences 

in the efficiency of route memorization. However, spatial abilities groups reported signif-

icant difference (p<0.005) among efficiency in road map background with three turns. Fig-

ure 3 presents differences among efficiency and spatial abilities on road background map 

with three turns. In terms of the spatial abilities groups, very good participants achieved 

20.6 s, good achieved 24.0 s, and average achieved 24.0 s. 

 

Figure 3. Statistically significant differences between efficiency of route memorization in terms of 

road background with three turns in spatial abilities groups. 

4.2. Eye Movement Analysis 

Table 3 presents the median saccadic amplitude, which corresponds to the saccade 

length. Saccadic amplitudes were similar, despite the growing number of turns. The 

Mann–Whitney test indicated statistically significant differences in saccadic amplitude be-

tween road and satellite background with five turns (p<0.05). 

Table 3. The median saccadic amplitude results for both cartographic backgrounds (road and sat-

ellite) with different number of turns. 

Saccadic Amplitude—Median ± SD 

Road map three turns Road map five turns Road map seven turns 

3.5° ± 1.3° 3.5° ± 1.2° 3.3° ± 1.1° 

Satellite map three turns Satellite map five turns Satellite map seven turns 

3.4° ± 1.1° 3.2° ± 0.8° 3.4° ± 0.9° 
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However, there were statistically significant differences in the saccadic amplitude 

between females and males using Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA, as shown in Figure 4. In the 

case of the road background in the conditions of three and five turns, females had longer 

saccadic amplitudes (3.3° for male vs. 3.7° for female in the case of three turns—p<0.05, 

and 3.2° for male vs. 4.0° for female in the case of five turns—p<0.0001). Only in the case 

of road background with seven turns were the differences not statistically significant. The 

situation was similar in the case of the satellite background. Females had longer saccadic 

amplitude than males in all number of turns (3.1° for males vs. 3.5° for females in the case 

of three turns—p<0.05, 2.9° for males vs. 3.6° for females in the case of five turns—p<0.001, 

and 3.1° for males vs. 3.6° for females in the case of seven turns—p<0.01). 

There were also statistically significant differences in the saccadic amplitude between 

groups with different spatial abilities. Overall, participants whose spatial abilities were 

very good had shorter saccadic amplitudes. In particular, on the road background, partic-

ipants with average spatial abilities had a median saccade of 4.0° (three turns) and 3.8° 

(five turns), while participants with very good spatial abilities had 2.9° (three and five 

turns). The p-value for both maps was <0.001. Moreover, on the satellite background, par-

ticipants with very good spatial abilities had shorter saccadic amplitudes than those who 

had average abilities. In particular, participants with average spatial abilities had a me-

dian saccade of 3.6° (five turns) and 3.5° (seven turns), while participants with very good 

spatial abilities had 3.0° (five and seven turns). The p-value for both maps was <0.05. 

 

Figure 4. Differences in saccadic amplitude between males and females in different background conditions and various 

numbers of turns. 

Since smooth pursuit was observed on the animated route map, the number of sac-

cades was found to be greater than the number of fixations. On the road background with 

three turns, 91 saccades occurred; with five turns, 88 saccades occurred; and seven turns 

had 96 saccades (all medians). On the satellite background, there were 100 saccades (three 

turns), 90 saccades (five turns), and 102 saccades (seven turns). However, these differences 
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between each background and the number of turns (in terms of the number of saccades) 

were not statistically significant. 

Table 4 presents the median number of overall fixations. The number of fixations 

increased when comparing maps with three and seven turns. However, on a satellite back-

ground, the differences were smaller. Additionally, the number of fixations on the satellite 

background was only slightly higher than on the road background. The Mann–Whitney 

test partially confirmed this. There were statistically significant differences between road 

background with three and seven turns (p<0.05). However, there was no difference be-

tween five and seven turns. The same was the case with the satellite background. 

Table 4. The median number of fixation results for both cartographic backgrounds (road and satel-

lite) with different number of turns. 

Number of Fixations—Median ± SD 

Road map three turns Road map five turns Road map seven turns 

60.5 ± 22.9 65 ± 21.4 67 ± 28.1 

Satellite map three turns Satellite map five turns Satellite map seven turns 

68 ± 22.3 67 ± 23.7 71 ± 29.7 

 

The median number of fixations positively correlated with efficiency measures (sec-

onds of viewing the map) for both backgrounds and all turns. This was an expected effect 

because the longer the user watched the animation, the more fixations there would be in 

general. For the road background, the strength of the correlation was r=0.71 for three 

turns, r=0.70 for five turns, and r=0.72 for seven turns in the Spearman correlation test. For 

the satellite background, the strength of the correlation was r=0.72 for three turns, r=0.78 

for five turns, and r=0.77 for seven turns (p-value for all correlations in both backgrounds 

was <0.0001).  

Figure 5 presents the spatial distribution of fixations while watching different route 

animations. As the selected examples show, and confirmed by other cases, most fixations 

occurred at the beginning of each route. Despite this, the most errors in drawing the route 

concerned the correct determination of the beginning of the route. Despite different back-

grounds and the number of turns, the median number of fixations on the route were sim-

ilar. The median varied between 33 and 35 fixations. In this case, this meant that about 

half of the fixations were on the route. The rest included the direct surroundings of the 

route, the animation start button, and the background. Dispersed fixations around the 

route (in its direct neighborhood) are related to a smooth pursuit, which causes oscillation 

of the gaze [68]. 
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Figure 5. Spatial distribution of random 15 participants’ fixations on selected route animations. The more red the color, 

the more fixations occurred during the watching of the animation. Subfigures on the left (A, B, C) presents example maps 

with road background. Subfigures on the right (D, E, F) presents example maps with satellite background. 

5. Discussion 

The Çöltekin et al. [17] research has shown that road maps (being more abstract) 

make it easier to memorize the route concerning satellite maps. Brucker et al. [40] came to 

similar conclusions except for users with high spatial abilities. However, the studies pre-

sented here do not support these conclusions. Çöltekin et al.’s [17] research determined 

the correctness of memorizing the route on the principle of true/false. Here, the effective-

ness of the animated route map was the ratio of the correctly drawn section to the entire 

length. Like Çöltekin et al. [17], participants' spatial abilities were part of the analysis. 

However, the participants did not take part in the study under competitive conditions but 

had the time limit for observing the animation. According to the study presented, this is 

the main reason why there are no statistically significant differences between a satellite 

background and an abstract road map in memorizing route effectiveness. Already, 

Wilkening and Fabrikant [69] noticed in their research that time pressure negatively af-

fects map-based related tasks. The difficulty is an aspect of the animation that is crucial 

for effectiveness, as has been proven in many recent studies [8,25,39]. Moreover, this study 

proves that the number of turns of an animated route reduces the effectiveness of memo-

rizing by several percent. This applies to both the road and satellite background. 

On the basis of this experiment design, this study found that three different variables 

(number of turns, route length, and dot speed) impacted task difficulty. It is impossible to 

say which of these factors was the most influential on effectiveness or efficiency. Despite 

the isolation of the number of turns, there was still the conjunction of both factors (dot 

speed and line length), which lacked isolation as individual variables. Therefore, this is 

the main limitation of this research. The results follow from a group of variables. This 

might be a bias in efficiency and effectiveness, which resulted in the uniformization of 
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participants’ performance. In the examination of reasons behind the effectiveness and ef-

ficiency, there is a need for isolation of each of these factors. 

Efficiency was related to the time needed to proceed to the drawing stage. Although 

the study used a fixed time of route presentation, participants sometimes decided not to 

repeat the animation (12 participants proceeded to the drawing phase watching animation 

only once). On the other hand, participants had unlimited time for proceeding further 

after viewing the animation twice. Some of them needed additional time before they were 

ready to draw the route. It was noticed that some of the participants helped themselves 

with the mouse cursor and followed the dot during the animation and right after it ended. 

The presented study determined efficiency based on participants' performance in time. 

As in the research by Çöltekin et al. [17], there were no statistically significant differ-

ences in efficiency while memorizing a route on a road or satellite background. This seems 

justified because, in this type of task, where the background context is not of primary 

importance, the users' attention ignores the background [70]. There was also no relation-

ship between efficiency and effectiveness. Lokka and Çöltekin [41] confirmed that in vir-

tual reality, the most supporting solution for route memorizing is a mixed reality that 

consists of realistic and abstract objects. The conducted study did not take into account 

such a variant of maps that would have mixed background. 

However, when it comes to the visual behavior of the participants, some similarities, 

as well as intergroup differences, can be noticed. The noticeable increase in median num-

ber fixation was visible only on the map with a road background between the route with 

three and seven turns. This is also confirmed by the saccadic amplitude, which was rela-

tively the same in all studied cases. It is the basis for the claim that a more realistic carto-

graphic background does not affect the visual behavior of the user in a specific task that 

is memorizing the animated route. However, there were statistically significant differ-

ences in the saccadic amplitude between females and males. It turns out that, in terms of 

this study, females had slightly longer saccades than males, regardless of the number of 

turns or the cartographic background. This may indicate female's lower spatial abilities, 

typical for non-expert users [36,71], although the conducted study does not confirm this. 

Participants with declared average spatial abilities did indeed have longer saccadic am-

plitudes, but this was not related to efficiency or effectiveness. 

6. Conclusions 

Cartographic animation methods are widespread on the Internet. The animation not 

only concerns the car route, but there are numerous examples of people's migration 

routes; culture or language migration routes; and money, marathons, and capital flow 

routes. Many of these cartographic messages reach wide viewers through news portals or 

social media. In the context of the presented study, animated route visualizations deter-

mine specific visual behavior. This behavior is not dependent on the cartographic back-

ground nor complexity of the route. The principal part of the observed area is the ani-

mated route. The differences in visual behavior are gender-specific. It turns out that fe-

males have longer distances between fixations while watching the route. However, this 

does not translate in any way into the effectiveness or efficiency of memorizing the route. 

Moreover, participants declaring “very good” spatial abilities also had shorter saccadic 

amplitudes than those declaring “average”. An interesting observation was that the start-

ing position of the animated route was the most observed point, even though most errors 

were related to estimating the starting position in the drawing phase.  

The study also showed that the effectiveness of memorizing the route depends 

mainly on the difficulty (expressed in the number of turns) and not on the cartographic 

background, as was suggested by a previous study by Çöltekin et al. [17]. However, the 

contrast between these conclusions may result from the various environmental ap-

proaches. The previous study on this topic validated effectiveness in competition condi-

tions that are responsible for causing negative effects on learning [69,72]. Using more vis-

ually realistic images as a background does not translate into higher or lower effectiveness 
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of route memorizing in time-limited conditions. However, it turned out that the easiest 

tasks, with only three turns, were best solved by people who described their spatial abili-

ties as “good” and “very good”. This applies to both the road and satellite background. 

In the context of the methodology, it is necessary to note that the presented method 

is more detailed in determining the effectiveness of memorizing a route than the true/false 

paradigm [17,73]. Thanks to it, the scoring system includes an implicit way to contain a 

degree of correctness. However, the problem of automating the route comparison process 

remains. The user drew a route, and the geometrical comparison of both drawn and actual 

routes were possible. However, it would be desirable in the future to check the conver-

gence of the drawn route in real time. In addition to the complexity of tasks (based on the 

number of turns), measures such as average darkness, image compression, or edge detec-

tion determine the map complexity [74]. Therefore, differences in the graphic load of road 

maps with the satellite and vector background may affect the results. 

The knowledge gained from this research allows for a better look at the perception 

of maps. When memorizing the animated route in time-limited and non-competitive con-

ditions, one finds that the cartographic background does not affect visual behavior. It also 

does not affect the efficiency or effectiveness presented in the context of this study. It turns 

out that the subjective spatial abilities do not affect effectiveness or efficiency, however, 

they are related to the visual behavior (in the group of participants with average, good, 

and very good spatial abilities). However, a particular drawback of the study is the un-

representativeness of the participants whose spatial abilities are bad or very bad. Moreo-

ver, the data supports males’ overconfidence position, which is not reflected in perfor-

mance. Thanks to this knowledge, map designers can choose the cartographic background 

more consciously, knowing the advantages and disadvantages of their choice. They can 

also expect a particular reaction from the end-user. The research confirms that the im-

portance of the cartographic background is of secondary importance during the activity 

related to memorizing the animated route. The recorded eye movement confirms that the 

route itself is of the greatest importance. 

For the future, it is worth continuing research on the subjective opinions of map us-

ers. As shown by a few studies (e.g. [75,76]), subjective feelings guide users in choosing 

mapping applications, which does not always translate into the most effective. Thus, by 

studying the choices of users, one can improve the design of effective solutions so that 

they meet the expectations of users, and at the same time maintain their effectiveness. 

Future studies should also involve characterization of route complexity using ht-index 

and fractal dimension as an individual factor [77,78]. The form of the route may be a sig-

nificant variable to alter. There is a difference with the form of the animated route that 

leaves a trail and a moving point object that leaves no trail. The view of the entire route 

would be a valuable support for users. On the other hand, the dot-only mode is a more 

basic option. It occurs, for example, on mini-maps in computer games [79]. Future re-

search studies should incorporate this issue in experimental design. It turns out that find-

ing the starting point of the animation is problematic. Therefore, future research should 

consider methods of emphasizing the initial position and appearance of the cartographic 

symbol. Future research should extend the research sample to include people without ac-

ademic experience, more diverse age structure, or different study backgrounds. Along 

with various sample groups, further research might consider a selection of preferred back-

grounds. This could reveal participants’ preferences of cartographic background corre-

lated with spatial abilities. 
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